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From: eseverini <eseverini@bigpond.com>

Sent: Friday, 25 September 2020 12:01 PM

To: secretariat.PESRAC

Subject: Public call for submissions and recovery. Phase 2

•Infection control : 
I have been a Dental Nurse for many years! 
Its imperative we do the utmost to win this war against Covid 19. Its an invisible enemy, therefore 
we need trained/experienced people who see micro bugs and can advise, educate and train 
Businesses/Communities etc one on one. 
We need eyes on the ground who know what to look for.

How many times I have watched people walk down a shopping aisle, rub their eyes, nose, mouth 
then proceed to touch items in the supermarket.
•In restaurants : I watched in the kitchen while paying for takeaway the chefs wearing gloves, 
preparing meat for a dish, proceeding in between to eat there lunch!! Nachos of all things.!! 
Gloves to mouth, back to preparing!! 
•Watching workers at the check outs in supermarkets wipe down the perspex screens with the 
same dirty cloth and missing half the area they are trying to clean? 
Then proceeding to touch and scan the next customers shopping!
They have no idea they may have potentially spread the virus to multiple people.
•Cafes and restaurants: I still see salt and pepper shakers and open sugar jars on tables. Menu's 
that are not wiped over correctly, table surfaces not correctly cleaned. Arm rests on chairs not 
cleaned. The list goes on!
We MUST get better at cleaning surfaces CORRECTLY. Covid 19 can last up to 72 hrs on 
stainless steel. 
•Doctors surgery : I took my mother to the kingborough medical centre. Even though they have 
marked chairs so that physical distancing can occur there are too many people in one place. 
•A good suggestion where possible: 
Appt at the doctors or any where really that requires an appt not able to take in on time! 
•call when you have arrived •stay in your vehicle 
•Reception calls you when Dr/other is ready 
• Straight from car to surgery /other. 
•Temperature check on the way in 
This should happen all the time where possible. 

This is not a time to point fingers at anyone, its a time to help our community and businesses to 
see the unseen.
We are all creatures of habit, I care for my elderly mother and constantly having to remind her not 
to touch her face, use hand sanitizer regularly.
•Stop asking people to elbow -elbow greet! Where do people cough or sneeze into!!! We can 
potentially be spreading the virus in this manner. Babies when cradled in their mothers/carers 
arms rest near the area we are asked to sneeze and cough into.
•Hand sanitizers- I am amazed at how many are not hands free!! Hundreds of people touch the 
top pump and most likely miss the tips of their fingers. Potentially a way of spreading the virus.

At the school my children attend the science teacher decided early on in the year to do a clever 
excersize with the class. Teacher asked the students to dip their fingers in a harmless powder and 
then proceeded with the lesson. Just prior to ending this lesson teacher told the class the powder 
actually glows in the dark, turned the lights out, as you can imagine the powder was everywhere, 
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all over the kids faces, surfaces etc. A very clever excersize should be done in all Businesses. A 
real eye opener.
We Can't effectively stop the spread of this virus if we don't understand how we're spreading it.
•How to implement a change of habit?

•Watch
•Listen
•Learn 
•Activate Change 

Steps we can do well: 

CHOOSE
•Physical distancing 
•Washing hands thoroughly 
•Hand sanitizing frequently 
•Mask wearing in crowded places. 
•Stay home and get tested when sick with symptoms 

Steps we can improve on: 

IMPROVE
•Cleaning surfaces correctly. 
Must use single use disposable disinfectant wipes. 
•Hands free sanitizers only. 
If not available make sure not to touch pump with fingers. 
•Wearing gloves safely and correctly.  
•Avoid hands to face at all times. 
•No Share items at restaurant/cafe tables.To be removed permanently.
Includes:
•shared water bottles: I can guarantee these bottles handled by many are filled and placed back in the fridge 
for the next customer, not having been dishwasher cleaned correctly inbetween customers. 
•Menus: are they correctly wiped? Use white boards only perhaps? 
•Staff: need to wash hands / hand sanitize frequently in between customers and wear masks when working 
around food.  

•Offer salt and pepper sachets, sugar sachets, sauce sachets etc on request.  

Boots on the ground, know what to look for and help implement the changes necessary to suit the 
inviroment.  

Whether it be:  
•tourists attractions  
•Restaurants/cafes 
•Doctors surgeries 
•Vets 
•Beauticians 
•Chemists 
•Office environment 
•Schools  
•Shopping centres 
•Tradies 
• Hotels 
•Airbnb 
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•Airports 
•police 
•Fire brigade 
•Council  
the list goes on! 

Everything we do on a micro level needs to be looked at and adjusted to bring a sensible and sustainable 
change.  

The best outcome for all, is to function freely and as safely as possible with covid 19.  

These may seem micro details yet we are dealing with a micro killer!! 
We can do this together as a team.  
We are all in this together! 
We are incredible human beings and are amazing at adapting when we put our hearts and minds to the task 
ahead of us. 

Yours sincerely, 

Elisa Severini 

Hands and surfaces are a major factor in the spread of covid 19 


